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PK 
PROTECTIVE, LUBRICANT, DEGREASER, AND ANTIRUST 7 PRODUCTS IN 1 
 

Characteristics 
Base:                                           Mixture of lubricant, protective and penetrating agents 
Aspect:                                         Yellow liquid 
Covering Power:                          More than 15 mq2. 
Propellant:                                   Denatured and odourless hydrocarbons (VOC Free) 
Temperature                                Resistance: From –40 to + 150°C  
Viscosity at 25 °C:                       10-30 cSt 
Boiling point of the base (start): 160°C 
Freezing point:                            -55°C 
Fluidity point:                              -48°C 
Silicone free 
 

Properties: 
- Good cleaner 
- Good lubricant 

 

Description 
SBLOC PK is 7 products in 1, it is a multiuse spray: 

1. It eliminates water from all metal and electric surfaces. It contains a dehydrate and it suitable to 
reactivate the contacts. 

2. It is a fast unblock (rust remover) for screws, bolts, nuts, and mechanic movements encrusted by rust. 
3. Electric and electronics contact cleaner; it eliminates the incrustations. 
4. Protective against rust and oxidation: it protects metal parts from oxidation caused by atmospheric 

agents and marine salt. 
5. Detergent and cleaner for metal parts, it cleans oil, glue, stains, tar, and grease. 
6. Anti-freezing for electric and mechanics parts. It resists to –40°C.  
7. Lubricant for electric components, padlocks, small mechanics movements, locks, doors hinges, screw, 

bolts, gears, bearings, bike chains. 
It is useful for house, industry, boat, garden equipments, automotive, fishing equipments, bikes, and motors. 
The little pipe allows to reach all parts improving in this way the efficaciousness of the product. 
 

Instructions of use 
Spray the products over the parts encrusted by the rust, wait for a few time, then release with a right tool. 
To degrease surfaces: spray the product on the dirt to remove, wait few minutes till the product dissolves the 
impurities and clean with a cloth. 
 

Packaging  
Spray Aerosol ml 400  
Box 12-25 Aerosol 
Product Code 11710/04PK 
Drum of kg 25-50-200 
Product Code 11750/50PK Liquid 

Head office and Production 
Siliconi Commerciale®  SpA 
Via Francia 4 
36053 Gambellara 
Vicenza – ITALY 
phone + 39.0444.649766 
fax +39.0444.440018 
e. mail: info@siliconi.it 
www.siliconi.it 

 

Production since 1957 
The information and recommendations contained in this document is offered in 
good faith based on our current knowledge and belief accurate at the date of 
publication. Nothing herein is to be considered as a warranty, express or 
otherwise. In all cases, it is the responsibility of the user to determine the 
applicability of such information or the suitability of any products for their own 
particular purpose with local legislation and for obtaining the necessary 
certifications and authorisations. Siliconi Commerciale’s sole warranty is that 
the products will meet its sales specification. The manufacturer cannot be held 
responsible in case of damages caused by incorrect use of the product.  
® indicates a Registered TradeMarks of Siliconi Commerciale. All Rights 
Reserved.   
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